
 

 
PGA Member information on the PGA Scramble 

 
The PGA Scramble is a unique golf tournament series based on local and regional events throughout 
New Zealand, culminating in a prestigious National Final at venue Jacks Point in December 
2021.  Amateur teams compete at local events to qualify for regional finals where they play with a PGA 
Professional as part of the team – the ultimate dream for most golf club members.  
  
Team ambrose event played under the PGA Scramble Elimination Style format 
Teams of three (3) eligible amateurs (tournament play is to be in two groups on the day) 
  
Series outline and options 
All events are to be overseen by a PGA Host Professional with amateurs forming their own teams at a 
golf club level to compete in local events.   
Local tournaments are to be run over the best part of a day giving the Host PGA professional sustained 
exposure throughout the club and that local community.  
An attractive prize table, typically golf equipment, should be on offer at each location.  Charity auctions 
and other activities can also be part of the day, raising funds for local causes and national charities. 
From the player’s viewpoint, the real incentive is to get to the next stage (Regional Final) and earn the 
right to play with a PGA professional on one of New Zealand’s top golf courses.  
If they do not proceed beyond this point, they at least had a fun day of golf playing with friends in the 
Scramble format. 
 
Local event (stage 1) – Hosted by a PGA professional who oversees the event and sets the tees for the 
day (ideally clubs tees that are normally white for men and yellow for women), local golfers play in a 
team of three against other teams, there is to be two teams per group with teams exchanging score 
cards the same as any formal club event.  
The number of local event participants registered determines the number of teams which qualify 
through to the Regional Final. 
Below is the breakdown of this information: 

• A minimum of 48 (16 teams) participants to send one team  
• A minimum of 96 (32 teams) participants to send two teams  

 
Regional event (stage 2) – Hosted by the PGA who oversees the event, local winners are joined by a PGA 
professional to make a team of four players who play against other teams, there is to be two teams per 
group with teams exchanging score cards the same as any formal club event.  
The number of Regional event teams determines the number of teams which qualify through to the 
National Final. 
Below is the breakdown of this information: 

• A minimum of 10 regional teams to send one team to the national final 
• A minimum of 20 regional teams to send two teams to the national final 

 
National event (stage 3) – Hosted by the PGA at a venue Jacks’ Point Regional winners are joined by a 
PGA Tour professional to make a team of five players who play against other teams.  
  



 

 
Format of Play         
All events are to follow the same format but with an additional player (PGA professionals) added to each 
team at the regional and then a PGA Tour player at the national Final.  
 
It recommended players play from the club tees, in most cases this will be the white tees for Men and 
yellow tees for Women.  
 
Local event – teams of 3 players all playing Ambrose, all 3 players tee off every hole, the players whose 
shot is selected does not play the next shot and this repeats until the hole is finished.  
Example players A,B and C all tee off, player A’s drive is selected so players B and C play the second shot, 
player B has the best second shot so players A and C play the third shot.  
Balls are dropped as per the rules of golf to be put into play unless on the putting green when the ball 
can be placed. Order of play is up to the team and all shots need to be taken within a club length. 
All players must have at least three drives selected  

• Local event teams of 3 players all teams are to play with another team with score cards 
exchanged as per tournament golf rules at the start of the round.  

• Regional event teams of 4 as the local PGA professional joins the winning local team 
• National event teams of 5 with a PGA tour professional joining the winning regional teams.  

  
Regional events Venues  

Northland/North Harbour/ Auckland Gulf Harbour  
Bay of Plenty/Waikato/Taranaki Rotorua 
Wellington/Manawatu/ Hawkes Bay Paraparaumu  
Canterbury/Tasman/Aorangi Clearwater  
Otago/Southland Chislom Park  

  
National Final 
 
The PGA Scramble National final will be a golfing trip of a lifetime and become a highlight experience. 
 
Joined by the club host professional and a PGA NZ Tour player the regional winners will compete at Jacks 
Point for the National Scramble trophy. Jack’s Point rated as the number one in the South Island of New 
Zealand  The 18 hole par 72 championship course, with five tee positions, weaves through native 
tussock grasslands to the edge of Lake Wakatipu, situated below the Remarkables mountain range there 
is no place in the World like Jack’s Point. 
 
The Championship Final will deliver all the atmosphere and competitiveness of a professional 
tournament capped off by a celebration function and prize giving to conclude the day at Jack’s Point.  

 
Role of the PGA of New Zealand 
 
The PGA’s involvement and role would be to take care of all operational and golfing aspects required to 
manage the regional events and national finals. Support PGA host professionals in their operational 
management of local events. 
 



 

• Providing the tournament template and marketing support to the host PGA professional for 
local events 

• Booking regional and national event venues 
• Event publicity 
• Maintaining records and a data base of all participants in a form that can – subject to the prior 

agreement of competitors – be used by the PGA for communication purposes 
• Running the regional and national event days 
• Scheduling a promotion of all events through the PGA of NZ website 
• Post-event follow-up and publicity 

 
Traditionally the PGA has operated on a base fee per event, plus an incentive amount per participant 
over and above agreed minimums to be achieved, we are now only proposing a participant only fee with 
no event base fee.   

 
Conclusion 
The PGA Scramble showcases the event management and playing skills of the PGA professional.  The 
structure of the series ending with the National Final is unique, that cannot be replicated. 
 

PGA Scramble Rules 
The PGA Scramble is designed to be an enjoyable experience for all participants. In an effort to ensure a 
fun and equitable experience for all, the PGA Scramble will be conducted as strictly as possible under 
the Golf NZ Rules of Golf and any Local Rules put in place by the PGA of NZ. 
Below is a summary of the PGA Scramble Rules, Policies & Eligibility. For a full list of the PGA Scramble 
 
Format 
The PGA Scramble Local Qualifiers are played under the typical scramble format, with teams of three 
amateurs: 
All team members tee off each hole 
The team chooses the shot that gives them the best opportunity to score, this is not always the best 
shot as tactics and strategy need to be factored in as the golfer whose shot is taken is eliminated from 
participating in the next shot. 
A player is only eliminated for the one-shot following his/her selected shot. This means only two players 
will be playing the second shot, the ball must be dropped (not placed) in accordance with the rules of 
golf to be in play by each player, unless you are on the green (if you chose to play a shot from a bunker 
you must drop your ball in the bunker, placing a ball is not permitted)   
This process continues up until the hole is completed.  
Each team member’s tee shot must be used at least three (3) times per round and identified on the 
scorecard. 
Team handicaps are to be calculated as per the handicap requirements below and rounded to two 
decimal points. 
 
 
The PGA Scramble Regional Finals is a four person team, where a PGA professional joins your team of 
three, elimination scramble format: 
All team members tee off each hole 



 

The team chooses the shot that gives them the best opportunity to score, this is not always the best 
shot as tactics and strategy need to be factored in as the golfer whose shot is taken is eliminated from 
participating in the next shot. 
A player is only eliminated for the one-shot following his/her selected shot. This means only two players 
will be playing the second shot, the ball must be dropped (not placed) in accordance with the rules of 
golf to be in play by each player, unless you are on the green (if you chose to play a shot from a bunker 
you must drop your ball in the bunker, placing a ball is not permitted)   
This process continues up until the hole is completed.  
All four players tee off the next hole and the elimination process begins again 
Each team member’s tee shot must be used at least three (3) times per round 
The eliminated player cannot take a practice shot during the time they are eliminated 
Elimination Scramble Instruction Sheet will be provided at each event 
Team handicaps are to be calculated as per the handicap requirements below and rounded to two 
decimal points, all PGA professionals to play off 0 and will not have a handicap index.   
 
National Finals will follow the same format 
Age Requirements: All participants must be 18 years of age or older. 
 
Handicap Requirements 
All players must use their CURRENT Golf NZ Handicap Index as of the entry closing date of the Local 
Qualifier to determine the Playing Handicap for that day’s competition. 
NOTE: Players who are not members of Golf NZ will be required to obtain a golf handicap. This can be 
done by joining Flexi-Club https://www.lovegolf.co.nz/flexiclub after posting three 18-hole scores (or 
equivalent)  the Golf Membership will provide an official Golf NZ Handicap Index. Only official Golf NZ 
Handicap Indexes will be accepted at all stages of the competition. 
 
Handicap indexes of all entrants will be reviewed and the NZPGA retain the right to adjust a players 
handicap index if necessary. 
 
The maximum Golf NZ Handicap Index is 24.0 for males and 36.0 females. 
The three team members’ aggregate Golf NZ Handicap Indexes must be a minimum of 20.0 and 
maximum of 82.0 (including mixed-gender teams). 
For example: 
To determine the net score on the day of the competition, team members’ Golf NZ Handicap Indexes 
are converted to Playing Handicaps. As of 2020, the Playing Handicaps are derived by converting 
individual Handicap Indexes to a Course Handicap (using par, Course and Slope Ratings) and then 
applying the applicable handicap allowance. The aggregate team Playing Handicap is then subtracted 
from the team’s score for the final net score. For example: 
Team Handicap Indexes = Player 1 – 1.3, Player 2 – 7.8, Player 3 – 12.5 
Course Rating = 71.2 
Slope Rating = 123 
Par = 72 
Player 1 Course Handicap = 1.3 x (123/113) + (71.2-72) = 0.615… 
Player 2 Course Handicap = 7.8 x (123/113) + (71.2-72) = 7.690… 
Player 3 Course Handicap = 12.5 x (123/113) + (71.2-72) = 12.806… 

https://www.lovegolf.co.nz/flexiclub


 

Under the World Handicap System, the recommended allowance for three-person scrambles is 25% of 
the lowest Course Handicap, 20% of the next lowest Course Handicap and 10% of the highest Course 
Handicap. Therefore, the team Playing Handicap for this example would be: 
 
Team Playing Handicap = 25% of 0.62… + 20% of 7.69… + 10% of 12.81… = 2.99  
 
Therefore, the team’s net score will be the gross score minus 2.99 
Note: Female competitors are to use the par and Course and Slope Ratings from their respective tees to 
determine their Course Handicap. 
The team’s aggregate Golf NZ Handicap Index established at the Local Event is the base aggregate 
handicap for the Championship. 
 
Regional Finals 
A team member may be substituted if he/she is unable to play in the next level of competition. Prior to 
the next stage of the competition, the team must submit, in writing, their request for the substitution to 
the PGA of NZ. The letter must reference whether the substitute will accompany the team to the 
following stage of the PGA should they be successful, or whether the original member from the Local 
Qualifier will return to the team for the final level of competition. If written notification is not submitted 
prior to the next stage it will be the right of the substitute player to proceed to the next stage of the 
competition. 
The current Golf NZ Handicap Index of a substituting amateur must be equal to or up to a maximum of 
five (5.0) strokes higher than the approved Golf NZ Handicap Index (the handicap that was in effect 
when the team played at the Local Qualifier) of the original team member. Substituting a player with a 
lower Golf NZ Handicap Index is not permitted. 
Only two (2) substitutions will be allowed for the duration of the tournament (Note: these two 
substitutions cannot occur at the same stage of the tournament e.g. the substitution of a Local Qualifier 
player for a Regional Final and a further substitution following a Regional Final for the team’s 
qualification for the PGA Scramble Final is acceptable – the substitution of two Local Qualifier players for 
a Regional Final is not permitted). More than two substitutions over the duration of the tournament will 
not be allowed, as the team will no longer have the identity of the team that played at the Local 
Qualifier. If a team is unable to participate within this rule the next placed team from the previous level 
will advance in their place. 
Females can be substituted by a male (and vice versa) providing that all Golf NZ Handicap Index 
requirements are met. 
At its discretion, the PGA of NZ reserves the right to disallow a substitution of a team member when it is 
apparent that the substitution is being made to improve the team’s chances of winning and/or not to 
replace a team member who is unable to play in the next level of competition. 
 
Volunteer Scorers at the Regional Final 
The PGA of NZ takes the integrity of scoring very seriously and the implementation of volunteer scorers 
with each group has helped to ensure that. Each team will be responsible for supplying a volunteer 
scorer for the Regional Final that they have qualified for. That volunteer will be assigned to score with 
the PGA of NZ professional from another team (usually in the group in front or behind the team that 
they came with) and keep track of the strokes and drives taken for 18 holes. 
 
 



 

Special Rules 
If a team is disqualified for a rules violation, no entry fees will be refunded. 
If a team cannot participate in the next level of play, their entry fee (for that next level) will be refunded 
providing the PGA of NZ is given 7 days’ notice prior to the event. 
A team is not eligible to compete for prizes or Regional Final qualification at a Local Qualifier with only 3 
players as the team has not met the requirements to enter the PGA Scramble. 
A team may play with one team member missing at the Regional Final and/or the PGA Scramble 
National Final. The three tee shot rule will be limited to the remaining team members and the team’s 
aggregate Course Handicap will also remain divisible by 10. If a team member should join during play, 
the three tee shot rule would apply to the holes remaining. An absent partner may join the team 
between holes, but not during play of the hole. Should a team play the entire round with less than four 
amateur team members, normal handicapping rules will apply in regards to the Regional and/or 
National Final. No allowance or concession is provided in this regard. 
 
Use of Information 
All participants in PGA Scramble Local Events should be aware that by entering into the PGA Scramble 
Local Event and completing the relevant PGA Scramble entry forms, you consent to the collection and 
use of your personal information, as provided to the PGA of NZ in those entry forms, in accordance with 
the PGA of NZ’s privacy policy. 
For more general inquiries, the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of NZ oversees the administration of 
privacy legislation in the private sector. The Commissioner also acts as an ombudsman for privacy 
disputes. For more information, you can visit the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of NZ website. 
 
Fees 

PGA NZ fee is $75.00 per team ($25.00 per player), this will be invoiced directly to the host professional 
at the conclusion of the event and will be required to be paid within 7 days.  

Recommended host professional/club charges for a Local Event: $150.00 per team for club members, 
associated club green fees could be charged for non members entering a team. This charge allows the 
host professional/club to pay the PGA $75.00 and retain $75.00 per team, it is recommended that the 
host professional/club use their retained $75.00 per team to pay for prizes for your local event. (based 
on 32 teams this brings in $2400 revenue for you to use for prizes) 

Regional Final entry fees -Paid for by the PGA - National Final entry fees - Paid for by the PGA 

How to Book for your local event and PGA Communication Process and 
marketing Support 
Once you set your date with PGA NZ you will receive a Local Scramble Event pack that will include: 

• Event Agreement  
• Templated and Email Flyer 
• Copy of the rules 

 
 
  


